Large Renal Corpuscle: Clinical Significance of Evaluation of the Largest Renal Corpuscle in Kidney Biopsy Specimens.
Renal prognostic factors of chronic kidney disease are important concerns for patients. Kidney biopsy can be used to evaluate not only the activity of the original disease but also various risk factors related to the lifestyle of patients. Considering that lifestyle-related factors, including obesity and metabolic syndrome, are crucial prognostic risk factors of kidney disease progression and all-cause mortality, evaluation of lifestyle-related prognostic factors in kidney biopsy of all kidney diseases is important. Renal corpuscle size (glomerular size) is an easily measured parameter and potentially acts as a predictor of long-term renal function. Large renal corpuscle found on kidney biopsy is a classic and simple indicator, and has merit owing to its quantitative nature, but it has yet to be used to its full potential in clinical settings. Large renal corpuscle is an index that includes not only the activity of the original disease but also the damage of various metabolic risk states as represented by obesity, diabetes, and metabolic syndrome. Large renal corpuscles could be used to guide therapy. In this review, after identifying the pitfalls regarding the assessment of mean values in medical research, we propose that measurement of the maximum renal corpuscle profile (glomerular profile) in renal biopsies would provide valuable insights into the diagnosis, prognosis, and management of kidney diseases.